FELI TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD
Dear Customer,
Thank you for using FELI Nut Butter Grinder. After operating the grinding process for some period of time,
you might find the butter or paste gets thicker, contains less oiliness than the past and the front cap of the
machine gets hotter than what you experienced. To ensure the quality and the efficiency of the grinding, FELI
Technology recommends you to check the necessity of replacing the grinding disc set.
Simple Diagnostics On The Grinding Disc Set
Make a visual inspection on the appearance of the grinding disc set. Touch the gears on the top of the grinding
disc set. If the gears feel sharp, the grinding disc set is still in good condition.
Grinding Disc Set in Good Condition

Gear Wear Symptoms
If the gears on the top of the disc set feel obtuse, the grinding disc set should be replaced.
Please contact the manufacturer to purchase one set of grinding disc for the replacement.

Worn Out Grinding Disc Set

Instruction For Replacing the Grinding Disc Set
Use a screwdriver to remove the old disc on the grinder, and then screw and fix the new disc on the same place.

#316 STAINLESS STEEL GRINDING DISC SET
The stainless grinding disc set is 4 times more durable than the copper grinding discs. It has a better acid
corrosion resistance. The stainless grinding discs grind hard nuts and seeds into paste with great finesses.
316 STAINLESS STEEL GRINDING DISC SET

GRINDING GUIDELINE
1. Always roast nuts and seeds (tahini) before grinding to produce smooth butter. The oiliness of the nuts
and seeds keeps the temperature low during the graining process and avoids discs wear out fast.
2. Nuts or seeds that do not contain oiliness or haven’t been roasted cause poor fluidity to the paste. It
causes also the grinding discs wear out easily and higher temperature during the grinding process.
3. For nuts and seeds that contain less oiliness like pumpkin seeds, almond, sunflower seeds, etc. It is
suggested to mix them with nuts that are rich in oiliness or mix them with olive oil to help the grinding.
4. Unroasted sesames or not evenly roasted sesames cause poor fluidity to the grinding. It sometimes
causes sesames stuck at the funnel. If this happens, sesames should be poured out for roasting before
another grinding process. Do not grind sesames that are lack of oiliness and well roast seeds or nuts
before grinding.
If you need to purchase the grinding disc sets as spare parts, please contact FELI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
We will provide you the fastest services.
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